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Tumbling cards
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When a stiff rectangular card is dropped in still air with its long axis horizontal, it often settles into
a regular mode of motion; while revolving around its long axis it descends along a path that is
inclined to the vertical at a nearly constant angle. We show experimentally that the tumbling
frequencyV of a card of lengthl , width w and thicknessd ( l @w@d) scales asV;d1/2w21,
consistent with a simple dimensional argument that balances the drag against gravity. ©1999
American Institute of Physics.@S1070-6631~99!02401-0#
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A flat, thin rectangular card released in still air with i
long axis horizontal will either flutter to the ground, period
cally oscillating from side to side, or tumble while driftin
steadily to one side. Since the first studies
Clerk-Maxwell,1,2 the phenomenon and its variants, colle
tively known by the termautorotation have been investi-
gated in a variety of contexts, including soaring flight,3 un-
steady aerodynamics,4–6 reentry-vehicle dynamics,7 power
generation by wind,8 and seed dispersal.9 The type of motion
is not restricted to tumbling or oscillations; for example,
card with a shape of an isoceles triangle falls along a hel
path while simultaneously tumbling around its axis of sy
metry. In addition to the symmetries of the falling obje
which play an important role in determining the behavior
a falling object,10 the physical parameters in the problem a
the object’s dimensions, the densities of the fluid and so
gravity, and the viscosity of the fluid.

For the falling rectangular strip, these parameters are
length l , width w, and thicknessd ( l .w@d), the densities
of the material of the cardrs and of air r f51.23
31023 g/cm3, gravity g, and the viscosity of airm51.8
31024 g/cm s. Then a dimensionless characterization
these parameters may be achieved in terms of the as
ratios,w/d,l /w, the buoyancy numberrs /r f21, and a Rey-
nolds numberr fVw2/m. For sufficiently largew/d,l /w, a
falling strip will always settle into a steady tumbling an
drifting motion.1 In Fig. 1, we show this mode using a s
quence of superposed video images; the strip tumbles w
drifting to the right, while the axis of rotation always poin
out of the plane of the paper. As the card starts from a ne
vertical position it slices through the air, rapidly movin
downwards. Following the observations of Maxwell1 we see
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that this leads to two high pressure regions, one below
card close to the leading edge, and one above the card c
to the trailing edge. The resulting torque rotates the c
counterclockwise, as it begins to move broadside-on
slows down. If the inertial forces are large enough, the c
continues past the broadside-on position while speeding
until it is nearly vertical again. Then it starts to slice throu
the air vertically and the scenario is repeated. Because o
unsteady nature of this rotation, which is fast as the card g
from vertical to horizontal and slow in the opposite cas
there is also a net horizontal force on the card that causes
tumbling card to drift to the right.

There has been a resurgence of interest in this probl
beginning with the qualitative theory of Ref. 11~but see Ref.
12!. In Ref. 13, a different qualitative theory was proposed
account for the anisotropic added mass of a thin card. S
then, experiments14 have mapped out the phase diagram
falling disks showing the regions where one observes
different modes of motion. More recent experiments15 have
focused on the transition between the tumbling and osc
tions of a falling strip confined to a vertical Hele–Shaw ce
The results in Ref. 15 show that the aspect ratiow/d of the
card determines whether it will tumble or oscillate~flutter!,
in agreement with Ref. 13~the Froude number used in Re
15 is equivalent to the aspect ratio used in Ref. 13 scaled
the buoyancy number!. Thus strips with a rectangular cros
section of large enough aspect ratio tumble, while strips w
a cross section that is nearly circular oscillate. A modifi
version of the theory in Ref. 11 was used in Ref. 15, and a
captures the transition qualitatively. That all these mod
capture the transition is perhaps not surprising, since they
have the three necessary dynamical ingredients for this
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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2 Phys. Fluids, Vol. 11, No. 1, January 1999 Letters
of behavior:~a! two equilibria corresponding to the card fal
ing in its ~stable! broadside-on and~unstable! end-on con-
figurations,~b! a solution that connects these equilibria gu
anteed by the periodicity of the angle characterizing
orientation of the card, and~c! a means of bringing the two
equilibria together as some parameter such asw/d or the
drag coefficient is changed. This last ingredient is where
individual models differ; however they all lead to a sadd
node bifurcation16 beyond which only the tumbling mode i
stable.17 Since studies focusing on the flutter–tumble tran
tion alone do not characterize the physics completely,
have experimentally probed the tumbling of strips far fro
this transition.

Our experiments were performed using long rectangu
strips cut from reflective plastic shimstock. We were limit
in our choice of strips by two factors: If the strips were t
thin, they began to bend so that new effects were introdu
into the problem, while if they were too thick, they did n
reach a steady tumbling rate when dropped from a heigh
1 m. The strips were electromagnetically clamped to
edge of a platform and released so that the tipping mom
due to the weight was sufficient to make them tumble imm
diately. A halogen lamp was used to illuminate them and
intensity fluctuations of the reflected light were measured
a photodetector. Both the lamp and photodetector w
placed directly in the path of descent of the strip and poin
toward it so that the orientation of the strip that delivered
light to the photodetector did not change through the f
Only data in which the tumbling strips had reached ste
state were analyzed. We only measured the average tum
frequency; there is a second frequency associated with
speeding up and slowing down of the card which is twice
tumbling frequency. In order to minimize the effects of a
currents we used heat-filtered light and confined the exp
ments to a large box of height 1 m. The widthw of the cards
was varied from 11 to 27 mm in steps of approximately
mm and cards of four different thickness 0.051, 0.076, 0.1
and 0.127 mm were used. Varying the length of the card
not change the frequency of rotation indicating that the ca

FIG. 1. Consecutive images from a video of a thin card tumbling coun
clockwise through air. The card dimensions are approximately 75
315 mm30.1 mm, the density of the card material is 1.34 g/cm3, the
tumbling frequency is approximately 15 Hz, and the individual images
1/60 s apart. The apparent changes in the dimensions of the card are
sions of perspective.
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were sufficiently long ~75 mm! to eliminate three-
dimensional effects. In Fig. 2 we plot the tumbling frequen
V as a function of the normalized widthW[wd21/2 and find
that V;W2160.03 is a good fit to the data. This scaling la
is valid in a regime far from the onset of tumbling and al
far from the regime when the strip becomes extremely fl
ible and starts to bend;4 this is probably why the dimension
less constant in the scaling law isO(102). The angle of the
path of descent varies very slowly in this parameter regim4

and is approximately 36°63°. It is determined by the rela
tive ratio of the lift and drag forces on the strip; as it starts
spin rapidly, a cylindrical volume of fluid is kept in motio
so that the effective lift and drag are approximately equ
This would lead to an angle of descent that is close to 4
deviations from this are due to the dynamics of vortex sh
ding at the trailing edge4,15 of the strip.

In our experiments,V;15 Hz, w;15 mm so that Re
;102; then fluid forces may be most simply accounted for
terms of a Reynolds-number-independent drag law.18 In this
high Reynolds number regime the drag force is proportio
to the square of the velocity, with nearly constant drag co
ficients. However, because of the shape anisotropy of
card the drag force depends on the direction of movem
Similarly, the inertial forces on the card also depend on
direction of motion. This can be quantified in terms of
shape-dependent anisotropic effective-mass tensor19,13 that
has two contributions; an isotropic contribution from th
mass of the card, and an anisotropic part due to the pres
of the air set in motion by the card. When the card mov
broadside on, it experiences a much larger force of iner
resistance than when it moves end on, so that the effec
force due to inertial effects is dependent on the size
shape of the card. In addition, vorticity is generated and s
in a boundary layer close to the falling card. This produce
net circulation around the card as it moves out of its o
wake. These unsteady vortical flows4,15 complicate any

r-

e
llu-FIG. 2. Log–log plot of the tumbling frequencyV of 75 mm long cards vs

the normalized widthwd21/2. The experiments were carried out for strips
four different thicknessesd50.051 mm (n), d50.076 mm ~s!, d
50.102 mm, (1), d50.127 mm (* ), andw is varied from 11 to 27 mm
in steps of 3 mm for each thickness. The data are fit by the power lawV
;d0.560.03w2160.03.
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analysis. In the following, we present a simple argument t
captures the scaling law.

After the card reaches steady state its average term
velocity V is constant, reflecting a balance between grav
and fluid drag. Sincew@d, the card’s time-averaged cros
sectional area is simplywl so that the drag force on the ca
scales asr fwlV2. Here we have implicitly made two as
sumptions:~1! the time scale of rotation is faster than that
translation, which is not always true, see Fig. 1;~2! the time
scale associated with falling end on is much smaller than
due to either rotation or broadside-on motion. On average
drag force is balanced by the force due to gravity (rs

2r f)wldg. This yields a classical scaling law for the dow
ward velocity V;@(rs /r f21)gd# implied in Ref. 1 and
verified in this context in Refs. 4 and 15. Composite vid
images such as those in Fig. 1 suggest that the tumbling
V and the average velocityV are related directly accordin
to V;Vw. This would correspond to a card rolling down a
imaginary inclined plane, but with the opposite sense of
tation! Using this kinematic relation, the balance of forc
results in the scaling lawV;@(rs /r f21)gd#1/2/w which
matches the experimental data.

As mentioned, several effects such as the anisotro
added mass of a thin card and boundary-layer phenom
leading to flow separation and vortex shedding are resp
sible for the unsteady dynamics of fluid flow induced by a
coupled to the motion of the card. While simple theories
the motion of a solid through a perfect fluid19,13 explain the
transition to tumbling qualitatively, they are not consiste
with the scaling law for the tumbling frequency. Only furth
experiments involving flow visualization, measurements
fluid velocities in the wake of the tumbling card, and nume
cal solutions of the unsteady fluid equations can help u
better understand the deceptively simple picture of tumb
sketched in this note.
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